ACROSS
1  Singer absolutely rebuffed by textile designer (9)
6  Woman and chap in middle American town (5)
9  Old man accepting an excellent remedy for disease (7)
10  Disastrous bringing folios in for good trade (7)
11  Dallas company for example snatching victory (5)
12  Appalling manager somewhat disheartened crowd (9)
13  Cool teen rude about stage school (4,7)
14, 15  Backing provided by Pliny, patrician Rome arranged dodgy dealings (9,11)
16  Unusually good ground yields element (4-5)
17  Church probes Cranmer on mutilated magician (11)
18  There's prison work in ancient coastal town (7)
19  Coleridge upset having lost identity as artist (2,5)
21  When position brings advantage (5)
23  Square it with American for holy work (5)
25  Sort of a yahoo (3)

DOWN
1  River missed by elderly sleuth in wood (5)
2  Prominent new family appearing in tabloid (7)
3  Noticing outrageously surprised cry's disguised (9)
4  Bard pronounced tribal leader's equal (11)
5  Still legendary creature's not completely visible (3)
6  Addicted to tune being broadcast (2,3)
7  Warm female appears in a moral tale (7)
8  Model sportsman losing right to work in pool (9)
13  Cool teen rude about stage school (4,7)
14, 15  Backing provided by Pliny, patrician Rome arranged dodgy dealings (9,11)
16  Unusually good ground yields element (4-5)
17  Church probes Cranmer on mutilated magician (11)
18  There's prison work in ancient coastal town (7)
19  Coleridge upset having lost identity as artist (2,5)
21  When position brings advantage (5)
23  Square it with American for holy work (5)
25  Sort of a yahoo (3)

Solution 15,750
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